Royal florist Philippa Craddock's useful step-by-step guide to making your own Christmas wreath. Philippa Craddock gives us a step-by-step lesson in how to make a Christmas wreath, with only a simple list of equipment and foliage. Scroll down for the steps to this decorated wreath, or follow along with Philippa's real-time video tutorial for a simpler foraged wreath below. In order to see this embed, you must give consent to Social Media cookies. Open my cookie preferences.


Follow our easy Christmas craft guide to making a stunning decoration to hang on your door. Tamara Kelly November 24, 2020 4:11 pm. We earn a commission for products purchased through some links in this article. Create a festive first impression for your guests and passersby by getting crafty this Christmas. We reveal in six easy steps how to make a Christmas wreath to wow from your front door. Or hang above the mantelpiece if you’d prefer, of course. Related: Christmas mantelpiece ideas - to set the scene in style for the festive season. In just six steps you can craft your own centrepiece to Christmas wreath making isn’t limited to the front door. Wreaths can be hung over the railings, attached to columns, and placed on porch windows. Using our instructions for making Christmas wreaths, you can make stunning displays across the length your porch. You can color coordinate the wreaths with your home or porch's color to add wonderful curb appeal this season. Instructions for Making Christmas Wreaths. Constanca of Creative Homemaking with Constanca Cabral graciously shows us how to make this natural wreath for the holidays. Using materials directly from her own garden, Constanca creates the most welcoming Christmas decorations. We've taken the liberty to summarize Constanca's instructions for making Christmas wreaths. How to Make a Christmas Wreath Kit. Step-by-step instructions for putting together a wreath kit gift plus tutorial for assembling the wreath after it's received. Glitter On A Dime Christmas. Christmas Wreaths To Make. Felt Christmas. How To Make Wreaths. More than 30 tips how to make a wreath using vintage Christmas ornaments like Shiny Brites. Includes step-by-step instructions and tips from Georgia Peachez herself! Jo Ann Woods Christmas. Burlap Crafts.